THURSDAY: 19.09.2019: NATIONAL & NETWORK PROGRAMME SCHEDULE

05.29.30 Signature Image  

05.30 Vande Mataram [Latest New Version]  

06.00 National Programme of Dance - [Kathak by Prashant Shah] (I-H) – DDK Ahmedabad (repeat)

06.29.50 Thought for the Day  
Promos of 07.00 hrs. to 09.00 hrs. to be inserted in between

06.30 Yogdeep – DDK Chennai Ep. 13/26 (repeat)

07.00 Cine Sangeet (I-H) – DDK Delhi Ep. 388  
Promos of 09.00 hrs. to 10.00 hrs. to be inserted in between

08.00 Forty Plus (Old SFC) (Rpt.) Ep. 51/130  
Promos of 11.30 hrs. to 13.00 hrs. to be inserted in between

08.30 Nai Drishti Nai Raah: Series (S) Ep. 1665/1768  
Promos of 13.00 hrs. to 15.00 hrs. to be inserted in between

09.00 Kashmirnama: Kashmir Cell  
Promos of 10.00 hrs. to 11.00 hrs. to be inserted in between

09.30 Chitrahaar (I-H) – DDK Delhi  
Promos of 15.00 hrs. to 16.00 hrs. to be inserted in between

10.00 Jo Kahunga Sach Kahunga (Old SFC) Ep. 10/52 (repeat)

11.00 Andhere Ujale Ke Bich – DD Urdu (Rpt.) Ep. 08/13 (repeat)

11.30 Karan The Detective (Old SFC) (Rpt.) Ep. 16/104 (repeat)

12.00 Kashmakash Zindagi Ki (Old SFC) (Rpt.) Ep. 472/577  
Promos of 13.00 hrs. to 14.00 hrs. to be inserted in between

12.30 Nargis (Old SFC) (Rpt.) Ep. 127/260  
Promos of 14.00 hrs. to 15.00 hrs. to be inserted in between

13.00 Khwabon Ke Darmiyaan (Old SFC) (Rpt.) Ep. 272/305  
Promos of 15.00 hrs. to 16.00 hrs. to be inserted in between

13.30 Zindagi Ek Bhanwar (Old SFC) (Rpt.) Ep. 265/335  
Promos of 16.00 hrs. to 17.00 hrs. to be inserted in between

14.00 Bin Bitiya Swarg Adhoora (Old SFC) Ep. 46/295  
Promos of 17.00 hrs. to 18.00 hrs. to be inserted in between

14.30 Lakeerein Kismat Ki (Old SFC) (Rpt.) Ep. 46/260  
Promos of 18.00 hrs. to 19.00 hrs. to be inserted in between

14.55 Vaishnav Jan Song (Gratis) (Dur: 06 mts. 10 sec.)

15.01 Shrikant (Old Comm.) Ep. 04/24
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15.30 Yahan Ke Hum Sikander (Old SFC) (Rpt.) Ep. 56/175
16.00 Batein Filmon Ki (I-H) – DDK Delhi
16.30 Cine Sangeet (I-H) – DDK Delhi (repeat)
17.00 DD Science – DCD Ep. 211
[Hindi Prog. title: नेशनल वायरल एक्सप्रेस में दिखाई देंगे]
[English Prog. title: Indigenous defence technologies]
18.00 National Education Policy 2019 [Prod- Pradeep Satija] - DDK Delhi (repeat)

Promos of 21.30 hrs. to 22.30 hrs. to be inserted in between

19.00 Thursday Drama Hindi Feature Film: “Firaaq” : *ing- Naseeruddin Shah, Paresh Rawal, Deepti Naval etc. – DDK Delhi [Director: Nandita Das]
[Dur: 01 hrs. 45 mts. with commercial]
20.00 Film Contd…
20.50 Lokchanda Group Presents – Odissi & Kathak (Clip-3) – DDK Delhi
[Prod.- Gunjan Bhatnagar] [DDK/XD/50/2643] (Dur: 07:24 mts.)
21.00 Sufi Sangeet – Artist- Suman Devgan – DDK Delhi
[DDK/DVC/126/7873] (Dur: 28 mts.)
21.30 Kabhi Saas Kabhi Bahu (Old SFC) Ep. 49/114
[Film contains four episodes (DDK/SFC)]
Promos of 22.30 hrs. to 23.30 hrs. to be inserted in between

22.00 Batein Filmon Ki (I-H) – DDK Delhi
22.30 Main Banungi Miss India (Old SFC) Ep. 15/87
22.55 Vaishnav Jan Song (Gratis) (Dur: 06 mts. 10 sec.)
23.01 National Programme of Dance - [Mohiniyattam by Gopika Verma] (I-H) – DDK Chennai
23.30 Rangoli (I-H) – DDK Mumbai

20.09.2019: FRIDAY

00.00 Kashmakash Zindagi Ki (Old SFC) (Rpt.) Ep. 472/577 (repeat)
00.30 Nargis (Old SFC) (Rpt.) Ep. 127/260 (repeat)
01.00 Khwabon Ke Darmiyaan (Old SFC) (Rpt.) Ep. 272/305 (repeat)
01.30 Zindagi Ek Bhanwar (Old SFC) (Rpt.) Ep. 265/335 (repeat)
02.00 Bin Bitiya Swarg Adhoora (Old SFC) Ep. 46/295 (repeat)
02.30 Lakeerein Kismat Ki (Old SFC) (Rpt.) Ep. 46/260 (repeat)
03.00 Shrikant (Old Comm.) Ep. 04/24 (repeat)
03.30 Yahan Ke Hum Sikander (Old SFC) (Rpt.) Ep. 56/175 (repeat)
04.00 Suprabhat – Classical Vocal, (i) Artist- Shanti Sharma, Raag- Lalit & Bhajan, (ii) Artist- Shruti Sadolikar & Pt. Jasraj – DD Archives (repeat)
04.30 Yogdeep – DDK Chennai Ep. 13/26 (repeat)
05.00 National Programme of Dance - [Kathak by Prashant Shah] (I-H) – DDK Ahmedabad (repeat)

Note: Telecast of programmes/promos as scheduled above must be adhered (except live or some special event).